FFA OFFICIAL DRESS

Wisconsin FFA members take great pride in wearing FFA Official Dress. It is a long standing tradition that all FFA members attending the Wisconsin FFA Convention in Madison, wear proper official dress. OFFICIAL DRESS will be enforced. Below is a complete description of what is expected. Advisors please review this with your students. Local chapters are asked to help provide students with the official dress required. Also you can refer to the Official FFA Manual for a detailed description of official dress.

Please review with your students what proper FFA official dress means and help them be prepared to bring along the proper clothing items needed. Advisors play a very important role in helping students understand how to properly wear official dress.

Proper FFA Official Dress consists of the following:

**Females** - Black skirt (AT THE KNEE OR BELOW!!) or black pants, white blouse, Official FFA blue scarf, black shoes, nylons (either black or tan), black shoes and FFA jacket zipped.

**Males** - Black pants, white shirt, Official FFA blue tie, black socks, black shoes and FFA jacket zipped.

Students SHOULD NOT WEAR - cowboy hats or other hats, bobby socks, other short style socks, knees socks or patterned nylons, brown shoes, white tennis shoes or blue jeans.

LET'S LOOK SHARP AND ACT SHARP AT OUR FFA CONVENTION

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP IN MAKING THIS CONVENTION A GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR ALL STUDENTS